
                     RTG4 Digital Keyring Gauge Instructions for use 

Refer to vehicles handbook to determine the correct pressure for the front and rear wheels. 

Check tyre pressures when tyres are cold.  

Please remove screen protector before use 

If you are using the gauge for the first time remove the plastic tab from the rear of the gauge from the 

battery compartment to connect the batteries. 

Inflate / deflate to correct pressure to use less fuel and reduce CO² emissions.  

If used during darkness press the  to illuminate the LED guide light. The light automatically turns off 

after 60 seconds. 

The tyre gauge must not be used when the vehicle is moving. Ensure you are parked in a safe location 

off the road with the car handbrake on and your personal safety is not at risk. 

Unscrew the valve cap on the tyre, keeping it safe. Press the On button (•) the figure 0.0psi will be 

displayed. To change the pressure setting press the On button to switch between the pressure setting of 

psi, bar kpa, Kg/cm2.  Push the gauge onto the valve firmly and hold in place for approximately 3-4 

seconds for the pressure reading then remove.  

To check other tyre pressures connect to the tyre valve and the gauge will automatically reset and 

display the new reading. 

The gauge will automatically turn off approximately 60 seconds after the last reading. 

Replace the valve cap 

Replacing the battery 

Using a small Phillips screwdriver remove the screw and separate the gauge. Remove the old batteries 

and replace with 2 x CR1620 ensure the correct polarity is observed. Reassemble and do not over tighten 

the screw. 
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